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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1Bidiretional re�etane measurements of meteoritesaquired by FGI's �eld goniospetrometerMaria Gritsevih1,2,3,4, Teemu Hakala1, Jouni Peltoniemi1, Mark Paton5,Jarkko Stenman6 and Arto Luttinen6

1Department of Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry, Finnish Geodeti Institute,Geodeetinrinne 2, P.O. Box 15, FIN-02431 Masala, Finland
2Department of Physis, University of Helsinki, Gustaf Hällströmin katu 2a,FIN-00560 Helsinki, Finland

3 Institute of Mehanis and Faulty of Mehanis and Mathematis,Lomonosov Mosow State University, Mihurinsky Pr. 1, Mosow, 119192, Russia
4Dorodnitsyn Computation Center of the RAS, Vavilova Ul. 40, Mosow, 119333, Russiagritsevih�list.ru
5Finnish Meteorologial Institute, Erik Palménin aukio 1, FIN-00560 Helsinki, Finland
6Finnish Museum of Natural History, University of Helsinki, Norra Järnvägsgatan 13,FIN-00100 Helsinki, Finland.Meteorite studies represent a low-ost opportunity for probing the osmi matter that reahes theEarth's surfae, and for revealing the origin of our Solar System. In addition, they omplement resultsof sample-return missions that bring bak pristine samples of this material. The main di�ulty,however, with interpreting meteorite reords is that, apart from a few exeptional ases, we do notknow their exat origin, i.e., the parent body a partiular sample is oming from. In the presentstudy, we provide results of multi-angular bidiretional re�etane measurements of relatively bigmeteorite samples, from the Finnish Museum of Natural History, using the �eld goniospetrometerFigifigo. We disuss possible mathes between our measured re�etane spetra of meteorites withthe re�etane spetra of asteroids. We disuss the features in the spetra and their relationship tothe physial properties of the sample/asteroid.1 IntrodutionUnderstanding the nature and origin of meteoroids thatpass by the Earth and oasionally hit our planet helpsus to predit and be prepared for possible future NearEarth Objets (NEO) impat threats. In terms of or-bital elements, NEOs are asteroids and omets withperihelion distane q less than 1.3 AU1. Near-EarthComets (NECs) are further restrited to inlude onlyshort-period omets with orbital period P less than 200years. The majority of NEOs are asteroids, referred toas Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs). Thus, a number ofreent studies are addressing the problem of mathingmeteorites to their asteroid origin based on evaluatedorbits, or, when there are no good observations avail-able to derive orbital parameters, on the basis of theirmineral omposition (Vernazza et al., 2008; Bland et al.,2009; Binzel et al., 2010). It is problemati to omparethe meteorite and asteroid groups diretly, as the me-teorite olletion is subjet to strong seletion e�ets.First, the strength of meteorites ontrols those that sur-vive entry into the atmosphere (Cepleha et al., 1993).Seond, it is thought that there is also a seletion e�etdue to size. Smaller meteorites are more easily trans-ported out of the main belt due to the Yarkovsky e�et(Vernazza et al., 2008) than the large NEAs. These in1http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/neo.html.

turn are from a few loations near resonant orbits withJupiter. Finally, it is also thought that meteorites sam-ple the inner main belt (Bottke et al., 2002), although itis possible that meteorites an travel from further out(Nesvorný et al., 2009). The metamorphi evolutionof asteroids is preserved within the meteorite olletionand an give us information on di�erentiated asteroidssuh as in the ase of Vesta with the HED group ofmeteorites (MCord et al., 1970).Some good mathes have been made between individualmeteorite spetra and NEAs (MFadden et al., 1985) aswell as between meteorite spetra and large main beltasteroids (Binzel and Xu, 1993). The priniple proper-ties of the spetra used to identify possible mathes be-tween meteorites and asteroids are the band minimumloation and Band Area Ratio (BAR). The band mini-mum is the wavelength loation of an absorption bandin the spetra. The BAR is the ratio between the areaof the bands in the spetra. These properties are diag-nosti of the objet's mineralogy and, to lesser extend,of other physial properties suh as surfae roughnessand grain size (e.g., Paton et al., 2011). The spetraof meteorites and asteroids are also dependent on ob-servational onditions suh as the phase angle betweenthe line onneting the light soure (e.g., the Sun) withthe target and the line onneting the target with theobserver. This is a key e�et that needs to be under-
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2 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012stood to help improve mathes between meteorites andasteroids, as this phase angle, when observing aster-oids, varies due to the ever hanging orbital positions ofviewer and target. Variations in the band depths, bandminimum loations, the band area ratio, and spetralslope have been noted to vary with phase angle and havebeen haraterized (Sanhez et al., 2012). Although thise�et does not seem to a�et the mineralogial analysisvery muh, it is important for understanding optial ef-fets and their relationship to physial properties suhas surfae roughness and grain size.2 What is BRF?The surfae re�etane is desribed by its bidiretionalre�etane fator (BRF). BRF is de�ned as a ratio ofthe re�eted light intensity of a given target to an idealLambertian re�etor with a spherial albedo of 1.0 un-der the same inident irradiane:
R(µ, µ0, φ, φ0) =

πI(µ, φ)

µ0F0(µ0, φ0)
, (1)with F0 the inident ollimated �ux (I0(Ω) = F0δ(Ω −

Ω0)) and I the re�eted radiane. The de�nitions of theangles are visualized in Figure 1: ι and φ0 are the zenithand azimuth angles of inidene, ε and φ are the zenithand azimuth angles of emergene, α is the satteringphase angle (cosα = cos ι cos ε + sin ι sin ε cos(φ − φ0)),a omplement of the sattering angle. One an furtherde�ne the speular diretion, (ι,−φ0), and the anglefrom that diretion, γ.

Figure 1 � De�nition of the angles used in surfae re�etanework: ε and ι are the zenith angles of the emergent (ob-server) and inident (solar) radiation, respetively (short-hands µ = cos ε and µ0 = cos ι are also used). The angles φand φ0 are the orresponding azimuths. The phase or baksattering angle α is the angle between the observer and theSun. The prinipal plane is �xed by the solar diretion andthe surfae normal, while the ross plane is a vertial planeperpendiular to the prinipal plane.From its de�nition (1), it follows that BRF is a funtionof four angles, but, if the target is su�iently horizon-tally/azimuthally isotropi, the funtional dependeneis redued to three variables, as the only azimuthal vari-able is the di�erene (|φ − φ0|).Albedo, or re�etion oe�ient, is de�ned as a ratio ofall re�eted (sattered) radiane to all inident irradi-

ane. Being a dimensionless fration, albedo may alsobe expressed as a perentage, and it is measured ona sale from zero for no re�eting power of a perfetlyblak body, to 1 for perfet re�etion of a white surfae.Depending on the appliation, there are many varia-tions of the de�nition of the albedo, and thus one needsto be areful applying formulae from another �eld. Thealbedo is related to BRF as
A =

∫
dλ

∫
dφdµ

∫
dφ0dµ0 R(µ, φ, µ0, φ0, λ)I0(µ0, φ0, λ)
∫
dλ

∫
dφ0dµ0 I0(µ0, φ0, λ)

.(2)Albedo is thus a funtion of the inident light distri-bution. Often, one de�nes diretionally and spetrallyresolved albedo
Ar(µ0, φ0, λ) =

∫
dφdµ R(µ, φ, µ0, φ0, λ)

π
(3)that is a property of the surfae. In priniple, the inte-grations in (2) run over full hemispheres and wavelengthranges, but, in many pratial appliations, the obser-vational range may be limited to smaller wavelengthranges, e.g., only optial or visual bands, and the �eldof view of the instrument is also often limited (typialalbedometers see zenith angle ranges of 70◦ to 80◦).BRFs of typial remote sensing targets vary by a largesale. Some targets are forward satterers, some arebaksatterers, some have a strong speular re�etion,and some re�et highly to low zenith angles (Peltoniemi,2007; Peltoniemi et al., 2009; 2005a; 2005b). Eah tar-get has its unique BRF that depends on all of its geo-metrial and physial properties. Thus, exploitation ofBRF information is a valuable tool in target lassi�a-tion and quanti�ation.3 InstrumentationThe meteorite BRF measurements have been taken us-ing the Finnish Geodeti Institute �eld foniospetrom-eter Figifigo, an automated portable instrument formulti-angular re�etane measurements (see Figures 2and 3). The Figifigo system onsists of a motor-drivenmoving arm that tilts up to about 90◦ from the vertial,for optis in the high end of the arm, and an ASD Field-Spe Pro FR 350�2500 nm spetroradiometer. Auratezenith angles are read with an inlinometer, and an all-sky amera is used to orient the system azimuth angleto the Sun. The detailed desription of the instrumentis provided by Hakala (2009).Typially, the footprint diameter is about 10 m, elon-gating at larger sensor zenith angles as 1/ cos θ, andwandering around a few entimeters by bending andwith azimuthal movements. A motorized �ne-tune mir-ror is installed to orret paraxial and bending errorsand to keep the measurement point stable to an au-ray of 2 m.All the measurements were taken from 0◦ relative az-imuth (prinipal plane). Due to the small target size,the zenith angles were restrited to approximately 60◦.
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 3

Figure 2 � Examples of measured albedo: Bruderheim meteorite, ut (a) and rough surfae (b).

Figure 3 � Figifigo measuring the BRF of a seleted sam-ple. Figifigo onsists of asing, measurement arm, andrugged omputer. The asing ontains the main sensor ASDFieldSpe Pro FR optial �bre spetroradiometer (350�2500nm), most of the eletronis, and batteries. The telesopimeasurement arm is adjustable from 1.55 to 2.65 m, andhouses an inlinometer to provide the ontrol omputer withthe measurement of the zenith angle. At the top of themeasurement arm, there is the ative optis system. Theoptis views the sample through a servo-driven mirror. Theturnable mirror allows the ontrol omputer to stabilize thespetrometer �eld-of-view at the sample within auray of2 m from all zenith diretions, even if the sample is notpositioned exatly at the enter of rotation.The measurement arm was �rst driven to maximum an-gle, and then slowly to minimum angle, while ontinu-ously olleting spetra. The instrument was alibratedby taking a nadir measurement from a Labsphere Spe-tralon white referene panel before and after eah se-quene. The Spetralon has been arefully leveled athorizontal with a bubble level with an auray of 1◦.The auray of the spetral BRF measurements usingFigifigo is estimated to be 2�3% in the visible bandand good onditions. Angle registration auray is 2◦.In data proessing the measured unnormalized radianespetra S are normalized by the measured nadir spe-trum from a referene target (SSTD) as
R(µ, µ0, φ, φ0) =

S

SSTD

RSTD, (4)where RSTD is the re�etane of the referene target.

4 Seleted meteorite samplesThe summary of the meteorite samples seleted for mea-surements from the Finnish Museum of Natural History(Geologial Museum) is presented in Table 1. The mete-orite exhibition belongs to the Geologial Museum andis on display at the Mineral Cabinet in assoiation withthe Helsinki University Museum2.5 Features in the spetra and samplerelationship to asteroidsThe results of our measurements are partly summarizedin Figure 4 for the Bruderheim L6 hondrite. The spe-tra are obtained at di�erent zenith angles. These showa general reddening of the spetra as the absolute zenithangle inreases.

Figure 4 � Spetra from the Bruderheim meteorite for avariety of zenith angles in the prinipal plane.One ould plot the slope gradients, as de�ned in Fig-ure 4, for a variety of meteorites whih may have ei-ther a rough surfae, a non-rough surfae, or a smooth2http://www.luomus.fi/english/exhibitions/mineralabinet/index.htm/.
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4 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012Table 1 � Summary of meteorite samples seleted for measurements from the Finnish Museum of Natural History (Geo-logial Museum).Name Observed fall? Year found Country Classi�ation Total mass foundBruderheim Marh 4, 1960 1960 Canada L6 303 kgCanyon Diablo No 1891 United States Iron, IAB-MG 30 × 103 kgCape York No 1818 Greenland Iron, IIIAB 58.2 × 103 kgCharas No 1804 Mexio Iron, IIIAB 1.4 × 103 kgGibeon No 1836 Namibia Iron, IVA 26 × 103 kgMarjalahti June 1, 1902 1902 Russia Pallasite, PMG 45 kgsurfae. Here, a �rough surfae� refers to large-saleroughness of the original surfae of the meteorite, whihmay ontain pits due to ablation e�ets, or has a gen-erally roky appearane. A �non-rough surfae� is thena �at sawn surfae. This may ontain small pits andraks in its surfae. A �smooth surfae� is a �at pol-ished surfae. Based on our measurements, the slopegradients for a given zenith angle are learly higher fornon-rough surfaes than for rough surfaes. This is on-sistent with previous work that observed overall redu-tion in re�eted light and the �attening of the spetrum(more blue) due to dereasing re�etane with inreas-ing wavelength, for rough dieletri surfaes (e.g., Yonand Pieters, 1988).For the non-rough surfae of the Bruderheim L6 hon-drite, the gradient of the spetral slope inreases withdereasing (i.e., more negative) zenith angle. The abso-lute value of the zenith angle in the prinipal plane maybe thought of as analogous to a phase angle. This thenfollows a similar trend found previously (Sanhez et al.,2007) where the spetral slope gradient, for various hon-drites (inluding L6) was found to inrease signi�antlywith inreasing phase angle. The spetral slope gra-dient is known to inrease for S-type asteroids (e.g.,Natheus, 2010) whih are linked to ordinary hondritemeteorites. Similar trends of inreasing slope gradient,inreasing with dereasing zenith angles, are observedfor the measured iron meteorites in Table 1, exeptfor the Marjalahti, Cape York, and Gibeon meteorites,whih have �at spetra and appear to remain more orless �at with dereasing zenith angle.6 ConlusionsExploitation of BRF information is proved to be a valu-able tool when applied to meteorite studies and theirrelationship to the physial properties of asteroids. Inpartiular, we have observed the spurious variations inthe spetra for the Bruderheim meteorite, espeiallyaround 0.9 and 1.8 µm. Absorption bands have to beexpeted in these regions for L6 meteorite types. Lhondrites are a sub ategory of ordinary hondrites,whih are linked to S-type asteroids. For L hondrites,the spetral slope, as de�ned here, inreases its gradi-ent with inreasing absolute zenith angle, and follows asimilar trend as the spetral slopes of S-type asteroids,whose gradient inreases with inreasing phase angle.

The spetral slopes of the iron meteorites generally havean opposite trend than those of our hondrite measure-ments.7 AknowledgementsMaria Gritsevih, Teemu Hakala, and Jouni Petoniemiaknowledge �nanial support provided by the Aademyof Finland. We would like to thank Dr. Pierre Vernazza(European Southern Observatory (ESO) and Labora-toire d'Astrophysique de Marseille) for his interest inthe onduted measurements and the fruitful disus-sions on the obtained results.ReferenesBinzel R. P., Morbidelli A., Merouane S., Demeo F. E.,Birlan M., Vernazza P., Thomas C. A., RivkinA. S., Bus S. J., and Tokunaga A. T. (2010). �Earthenounters as the origin of fresh surfaes on near-Earth asteroids�. Nature, 463, 331�334.Binzel R. P. and Xu S. (1993). �Chips o� of asteroid4 Vesta: evidene for the parent body of basaltiahondrite meteorites�. Siene, 260, 186�191.Bland P. A., Spurný P., Towner M. C., Bevan A. W. R.,Singleton A. T., Bottke W. F. Jr., GreenwoodR. C., Chesley S. R., Shrbený L., Borovi£ka J., Ce-pleha Z., MCla�erty T. P., Vaughan D., BenedixG. K., Deaon G., Howard K. T., Franhi L. A.,and Hough R. M. (2009). �An anomalous basaltimeteorite from the innermost main belt�. Siene,325, 1525�1527.Bottke W. F. Jr., Vokrouhliký D., Rubinam D. P.,and Broº M. (2002). �The e�et of Yarkovsky ther-mal fores on the dynamial evolution of asteroidsand meteoroids�. In Bottke W. F. Jr., Cellino A.,Paolihi P., Binzel R. P., editors, Asteroids III,Univ. of Arizona Press, pages 395�408.Cepleha Z., Spurný P., Borovi£ka J., and KelikovaJ. (1993). �Atmospheri fragmentation of mete-oroids�. Astron. & Astrophys., 279, 615�626.Hakala T. (2009). Improvements, Calibration, and A-uray of the Finnish Geodeti Institute Field Go-niospetrometer. M. S. Thesis, Helsinki Universityof Tehnology.
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